
Is ‘Zoom’

so you have your video conferencing
software, now you need edQuire to

create a virtual classroom.

Works with your favorite
video conferencing software

COVID-19TO USE DURINGFREE!

Enough?



To support schools and families, edQuire is offering our AI learning analytics platform free of charge,
until our servers and bandwidth are at capacity. Installation is done remotely via download, so there
is no need for physical contact for either the schools or the students.

edQuire is here to help. If you want to know more, please do not hesitate to contact us

We're Here to Help.

How edQuire can help you
during the COVID-19 Crisis?

 Automatically generates classes from your school timetabling solution.
    edQuire generates classes from your timetabling solution automatically.

 Email connection with the class.
    Teacher can easily share teaching material with students via edQuire.

 Automatic Roll call (Sign-in/Sign-out for each class).
    Teachers will know who has signed in and attended lessons easily without any effort

 Automatic reports of evidence for student engagement.
    All data that is collected is available to the teacher in the form of a graphed report.

 Real-time continuous monitoring of student engagement in classroom time.
    A simple glance at their laptop allows teachers in real-time to have  an overview
    of students’ engagement with digital content.

edQuire uses AI to gather and assess student computer usage during a lesson.

A simple colour-coded interface on the teacher’s device distinguishes students who are ‘on task’ and ‘off task’.
edQuire displays lesson data to support planning and reflective practice, helping to bridge the gap between
motivated learning and simple distractions. This is particularly important when teachers are physically distant
from their students. 

edQuire, your perfect add-on
to your video conferencing tools.
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